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Silence! 

The entire world was silent! 

It felt like the sea was not the only thing that was frozen…It was the entire 

world too! 

Lin Fan's expression remained the same. He first looked at the frozen sea and 

the man. 

Then, he exhaled a breath of cold air. 

Then, Lin Fan slowly raised his sword. 

In the next moment… 

Countless fiery red swords appeared above his head. 

These fiery red longswords continued to spin around, and sword energy was 

everywhere. They were filled with scorching energy, causing the frozen world 

to have a special warmth. 

Lin Fan said slowly, "Go!" 

Dense red swords swept out with a powerful sword energy storm, surging out 

and crisscrossing the frozen sea. 

A moment later, the swords dissipated. 
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It was also at this moment… 

The man and the frozen sea shattered like bubbles, turning into white fog that 

filled the sky. 

Lin Fan's one sword destroyed the sea and killed the enemy! 

Everyone's mouths could not help but widen. 

At this moment, an emotionless voice sounded. 

[The first to kill a level-ten Ocean Serpent King. You've obtained a level-ten 

treasure chest.] 

[The first to kill a level-ten Ocean Serpent King. Hua Nation's marine species 

have increased by 50.] 

[The first to destroy a level-ten forbidden area. You've obtained a level-ten 

mysterious treasure chest.] 

[The first to destroy a level-ten forbidden area. A forbidden area has 

descended Hua Nation.] 

While the heroes of the various countries were still in a daze… 

Everyone suddenly disappeared from the rock island. 

In the next moment, everyone appeared at the place where the countdown 

appeared. 

Lin Fan was the same. 

However, two treasure chests appeared in front of him. 

Lin Fan did not wait any longer as he opened both of them. 

[You've obtained 1,000 Constitution points. Do you want to use them?] 

[You've obtained Beginner Space Technique. Do you want to use it?] 

At the same time, a crisp notification rang out in Lin Fan's mind. 



[Ding! Congratulations, you've received a special red packet—10,000 

Constitution points.] 

[Ding! Congratulations, you've received a special red packet—Intermediate 

Space Technique.] 

First, there was a surge of energy that rippled in Lin Fan's body. 

Then, in Lin Fan's vision, the entire world was filled with space particles. 

As long as he willed it, these space particles could be combined and divided 

at will, forming mysterious space passages that allowed him to instantly reach 

any place he wanted. 

Of course, Lin Fan only had the Intermediate Space Technique now. He could 

only form a spatial tunnel within the world. Any further… and it was difficult to 

maintain. 

Even so, Lin Fan could not help but curl his lips up. Spatial manipulation... 

This was definitely a pretty decent ability. 

... 

In Hua Nation's live broadcast room. 

Xiao Bing recalled the level-ten forbidden area that was sealed in ice, and her 

beautiful face revealed a look of yearning. She praised sincerely, "So 

beautiful." 

𝑵𝔬𝗏𝑒𝐋𝓃𝑒xt.𝑪𝚘𝗆 

The comments in the live broadcast room were like a storm, rolling. 

Lonely Man: [Instantly freezing the entire sea, then destroying the sea... I just 

want to say that God Lin is awesome!] 



Thought Has Improved: [If any movie dares to say that their special effects are 

good, then let them watch God Lin's live broadcast first. Damn it, he's too 

handsome!] 

Mo Wen: [Ocean Serpent King? I thought the man was Poseidon.] 

Masked Superman: [God Lin is awesome!] 

Want to Woo Yang Xinlei: [God Lin, please help me confess my love to Yang 

Xinlei!] 

... 

Hometown: [Another forbidden area has descended in Hua Nation. Where is it 

this time?]I think you should take a look at 

My Heart: [That's right. Where did the forbidden area descend this time? Are 

there any abnormal situations in any of the cities?] 

Wind: [Same question, same question!] 

After the first few times a forbidden area descended, there would be some 

changes in a certain area of a certain city. 

Moreover, according to the research and analysis over the past few days, 

these changes were all beneficial. 

Some people who had 800 degrees of short-sightedness would have perfect 

vistion again after entering a forbidden area. 

Someone's rheumatism had disappeared. 

Someone instantly gained a strong physique. 

There were even rumors that someone could spit out flames… 

All of this showed that the forbidden areas had great benefits. 

Moreover, a layer of mystery enshrouded these forbidden areas. 



Ordinary people would only have a short while to enter when the forbidden 

areas appeared. 

This was because soon after, the scouts and soldiers would completely 

surround the forbidden areas, forbidding anyone from entering. 

Unfortunately, no matter how many people asked in the live broadcast room, 

no one answered. 

This feeling… 

It was as if… this time, the forbidden area did not descend in Hua Nation at 

all. 

Everyone asked a lot of questions, but no one answered. 

As a result, other comments gradually appeared. 

Water: [That treasure chest opened a Beginner Space Technique. Could it be 

the legendary spatial power? Will God Lin use it this time?] 

Grace: [Spatial power? Could it be that he'll be able to travel through space 

freely? He'll use it for himself, right?] 

... 

More and more people focused their attention on the treasure chests. 

They were looking forward to Lin Fan using the technique. 

... 

The other countries were even more excited than Hua Nation. 

The screen was filled with words like "awesome," "god," and so on. 

Then, countless people took the fastest means of transportation to Hua 

Nation. 

They wanted to settle down in Hua Nation and register as Hua Nation citizens. 



They could breathe in the fresh air of Hua Nation and use endless energy. 

However, it was all in vain. 

This was because the household registration of Hua Nation was not 

something they could have as they wished. 

Of course, Hua Nation still welcomed them to come and play. 

... 

Lin Fan had no idea about all of this. 

He glanced at the Heavenly Hound, who was staring at the treasure chests 

with its round eyes. He smiled. "If you want to use them, then hurry up." 

The Heavenly Hound's tail immediately wagged happily. 

The ball of light entered the Heavenly Hound's body, and a mysterious aura 

emanated from it. 

Instantly, a strange look flashed across Lin Fan's face. 

That was because the connection between him and the Heavenly Hound had 

become even closer. 

In fact, Lin Fan could vaguely feel that the space particles between him and 

the Heavenly Hound were beginning to stack, gather, and vibrate, forming a 

fixed space passageway. 

In other words, no matter how far away Lin Fan was from the Heavenly 

Hound, with just a thought from Lin Fan, the Heavenly Hound could appear in 

front of him instantly. It was truly mystical. 

Just as Lin Fan was carefully feeling the stacking and vibration of the space 

particles, he suddenly felt that the space in another direction seemed to have 

formed a fault with his current location. 

Another space? 



Lin Fan thought to himself, 'Is this a forbidden area or something?' 

Thinking of this, Lin Fan turned around and said to Sam and Abraham, "Wait 

here for a moment." 

As soon as he finished speaking, a black hole appeared in front of Lin Fan. He 

stepped in. 

The Heavenly Hound at the side leaped lightly and followed closely behind. 
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The reason why Lin Fan asked Sam and Abraham to wait there was not 

because they could not enter the space tunnel. 𝑵𝔬𝗏𝑒𝐋𝓃𝑒xt.𝑪𝚘𝗆 

Instead… 

If that independent space was a forbidden area, then even if Sam and 

Abraham went, they would not be able to help much. They would be useless. 

Lin Fan could deal with it himself. 

If it was some other special place, it would be convenient for him to go and 

take a look first. 

... 

In the blink of an eye, Lin Fan and the Heavenly Hound appeared in the dim 

yellow space. 
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Lin Fan looked up into the distance and saw volcanoes spewing black smoke. 

The air was filled with a strong smell of sulfur. 

He lowered his head and looked at the ground. 

The dry ground cracked continuously, and one could even vaguely see boiling 

lava flowing. 

There were no animals or plants in the surroundings, and there was no sign of 

life. 

This... was probably what hell looked like. 

At this moment, the Heavenly Hound, which was standing at the side, barked 

at the crack in the distance. 

"Danger!" 

Lin Fan looked in the direction where the Heavenly Hound was barking. 

In the next moment, a giant turtle with boiling lava on its back suddenly 

crawled out of the crack. 

With its appearance, the space became even hotter. 

The scene in front of them kept twisting. 

The giant turtle raised its head and shrieked. It was like the sound of glass 

being scratched. It was extremely ear-piercing. 

If Lin Fan did not have a strong physique, that shriek would have caused him 

to bleed from all seven of his orifices and die on the spot. 

Lin Fan frowned. "So noisy." 

As soon as he finished speaking, Lin Fan pulled out the Star Meteorite Sword 

in his hand. 

[Sword 1: Draw the sword and slash the heavens!] 



A sharp sword ray surged out and pierced through the giant turtle's body. 

Then… 

The giant turtle fell to the ground like a mountain that had been split in half. 

Instantly, lava surged out of the giant turtle's body. 

It was not flowing with blood but lava! 

It was simply unbelievable! 

At this moment, an emotionless voice rang out beside Lin Fan's ears. 

[The first to kill a level-nine Lava Turtle. You've obtained a level-nine treasure 

chest.] 

[The first to kill a level-nine Lava Turtle. Hua Nation's endangered animals and 

plants have increased by 10%.] 

The next moment, a treasure chest appeared in front of Lin Fan. 

With a wave of his hand, the treasure chest opened. 

[500 Constitution points. Do you want to use them?] 

At the same time, a crisp notification rang out in Lin Fan's mind. 

[Ding! Congratulations, you've received a special red packet—5,000 

Constitution points.] 

His strength increased! 

Then, Lin Fan said to the Heavenly Hound, "Use this light ball." 

The Heavenly Hound placed its paw on the ball of light. 

... 

In Hua Nation's live broadcast room. 

Xiao Bing said in fear, "This… Is this hell? It's so scary." 



Caz: [He walked into that dark rumbling hole and then appeared here. Could it 

be... Did God Lin just walk through the spatial passageway?] 

Fiery Man: [So God Lin can already form a spatial passageway. No wonder he 

gave the Beginner Space Technique to the Heavenly Hound.] 

Waiting: [Is there anything that God Lin doesn't know?] 

Auspicious Dragon: [Giant lava turtle? Lava was flowing inside its body! This 

is unbelievable!] 

Midnight: [If this giant turtle appears on Earth, even if we successfully kill it, it'll 

probably cause an extremely terrifying disaster.] 

Unexperienced: [However, it was still killed by God Lin with a single sword 

strike.] 

Xiongya: [Fortunately, we have God Lin.] 

Fair and Aquare: [The number of endangered animals and plants has 

increased by another 10%. I feel that I'm one step closer to raising pandas at 

home!] 

... 

Lin Fan did not bother looking at the corpse of the Lava Turtle. He found a 

direction and walked forward. 

However, before he could walk for long, two dragons with raging flames 

around their bodies and antennae on their heads darted out of the ground. 

Their eyes were like two huge fireballs, emitting a tyrannical might. 

In the next moment… 

The two dragons flew toward Lin Fan from the left and right as if they wanted 

to turn him into ashes. 

Seeing this… 



Lin Fan waved the Star Meteorite Sword in his hand casually. 

In the blink of an eye, the two dragons were cut into two pieces and fell to the 

ground, splashing lava. 

At this moment, another emotionless voice rang out in Lin Fan's ears. 

[The first to kill a level-nine Flame Dragon. You've obtained a level-nine 

treasure chest.] 

[The first to kill a level-nine Flame Dragon. Hua Nation has gained 20 

species.] 

Lin Fan opened the treasure chest casually. There were 500 points of spiritual 

energy inside, and he gave them to the Heavenly Hound. 

Lin Fan's special red packet had increased his spiritual energy by 5,000 

points. 

Suddenly, the ground in front of him shook violently, as if something terrifying 

was about to drill out of the ground. It was extremely terrifying. 

Not only in front but also behind, left, and right… It was the same in all 

directions. 

The ground suddenly caved in, and rolling lava spewed out. 

Lin Fan's brows twitched as he pulled the Heavenly Hound and flew into the 

sky. 

He was in the air as if he was on flat ground. Gravity had no effect on him. 

In the next moment… 

An ancient and mysterious altar suddenly emerged from the collapsed ground. 

Lava flowed down from the edge of the altar like water. 



In the middle of the altar, there was a golden throne. A giant with charred skin 

and burning hair was sitting on the throne. He was about five meters tall and 

had the word 'King' on his forehead. 

The giant raised his head slowly and looked at Lin Fan with a pair of eyes that 

were like flowing lava. He let out a rumbling sound and said, "Who are you? 

How dare you trespass into my Fire Domain?! In fact, what punishment shall I 

sentence you for the crime of killing my subordinate?!" 

As soon as he finished speaking, the entire world shook violently. All the 

volcanoes erupted with raging flames. 

He seemed to be the only king in this world! 

When a king was enraged, the world would change! 

Lin Fan was completely unbothered by the giant's words. 

Kill his subordinate? 

It was natural to be killed if one was weak. 

The strong preyed on the weak. 

Lin Fan swept his gaze over the changes in his surroundings and came to a 

realization. 

"So that's how it is. This might be another forbidden area. 

"And this giant is perhaps the most powerful monster in the forbidden area, or 

perhaps a paragon. 

"Looks like… the forbidden area and the Otherworld are in different spaces. 

No wonder it's difficult for everyone to enter the forbidden area by themselves. 

We needed to be teleported." 

Lin Fan's face revealed a look of realization. 



Below, the giant sitting on the golden throne saw that Lin Fan was completely 

ignoring him. It was as if he had suffered a huge insult and was completely 

furious! 

"Brat, you're courting death!" the giant shouted. 

If the king was enraged again, the sky would collapse and the earth would 

split! 
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All the volcanoes spewed lava at the same time. 

Black smoke billowed, the sky collapsed, and the earth cracked. The ghost 

wails and wolf howls that rang out were extremely terrifying. 

The lava continued to gather, forming a sea of lava on the ground. 

The temperature of the entire world rose rapidly. 

Black smoke rose from the ground and rocks. They were about to burst into 

flames at any moment, or even turn into lava. 

In the next moment, the lava suddenly condensed into a giant lava dragon 

that covered the sky. It was dozens of meters thick. 

The lava dragon roared at the sky. Countless rocks and the ground cracked 

and collapsed at the same time. The creature's aura was unparalleled! 
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After circling in the air, it flew directly under the giant. 

Then, the giant rode on the Lava Dragon and brought forth a terrifying heat 

wave. Baring his fangs and brandishing his claws, he flew toward Lin Fan. 

That appearance… 

It was as though he wanted to tear Lin Fan into pieces and turn him into 

ashes! 

If someone else saw this scene… 

They would probably be so scared that their legs would go weak and they 

would fall to the ground. 

However, Lin Fan's expression remained the same. He said calmly, "What will 

the flames look like when they freeze?" 

As the sound of Lin Fan's voice faded, the sea of lava on the ground suddenly 

froze, turning into fiery red ice crystals. 

The ice crystals continued to spread, and soon, the entire sea of lava froze. 

Then, there was the roaring Lava Dragon and the giant standing on its head. 

In the end, the entire world turned into fiery red ice crystals! 

Red... It should have been a warm color. 

At this moment, a bone-piercing chill permeated the air. 

Lin Fan glanced at the fiery red ice and nodded his head gently. "Freezing 

flames produces quite a beautiful sight. I should end it now that I'm done 

admiring the scenery." 

As soon as he finished speaking, Lin Fan pulled out the Star Meteorite Sword 

from his waist and waved it casually. 

The sword energy that filled the sky surged rapidly. 



Instantly, all the ice crystals shattered and turned into fine powder in an 

instant. They formed falling ice sand, giving this world a different kind of 

scenery. 

At this moment, an emotionless voice rang out beside Lin Fan's ears. 

[The first to kill the level-ten Flame Dragon King. You've obtained a level-ten 

treasure chest.] 

[The first to kill the level-ten Flame Dragon King. Hua Nation has gained 50 

species.] 

[The first to destroy the level-ten Flame Forbidden Area. You've obtained a 

level-ten mysterious treasure chest.] 

[The first to destroy the level-ten Flame Forbidden Area. A forbidden area has 

descended Hua Nation.] 

Then, two ancient chests appeared in front of Lin Fan. 

Without any hesitation, he opened all the chests. 

[You've obtained 1,200 points of spiritual energy. Do you want to use them?] 

[You've obtained the Beginner Transformation Skill. Do you want to use it?] 

At the same time, a crisp notification rang out in Lin Fan's mind. 

[Ding! Congratulations, you've received a special red packet—12,000 points of 

spiritual energy.] 𝑵𝒪𝑣𝐞𝗅𝗇𝗲xt.𝚌𝒪𝗆 

[Ding! Congratulations, you've received a special red packet—Advanced 

Transformation Skill.] 

Instantly, Lin Fan's entire body felt cool, ethereal, and extremely comfortable. 

A very special ability appeared in his mind. 



Lin Fan had a feeling that as long as he willed it, he could change his body 

shape and appearance at will. It was really amazing. 

Gradually, a strange look appeared on Lin Fan's face. 

Was this the legendary 72 Transformations? 

After a while, Lin Fan collected his thoughts and said to the Heavenly Hound, 

"Use these two treasure chests." 

The Heavenly Hound directly placed its paw over. 

At this moment, Lin Fan could sense a spatial tear appearing behind him. The 

strong suction force seemed to be trying to drag him out forcefully. 

Lin Fan's expression changed slightly as he pulled the Heavenly Hound to the 

side of the spatial tear and built a new spatial passageway. 

This was because he could vaguely sense the source of the crack's power. 

It was a twisting and turning. 

When Lin Fan reappeared, he was standing before a ball of light that was as 

huge as the sun. 

However, this ball of light was not as hot as the sun. Instead, it was filled with 

a very comfortable light, making one feel relaxed as if they had come to their 

mother's embrace. 

Lin Fan and the Heavenly Hound could not help but want to close their eyes 

and have a good sleep. 

However… 

The next moment, Lin Fan's eyes widened. "Such pure energy. I was almost 

affected." 

Then, he patted the Heavenly Hound's head and said, "Wake up." 



Lin Fan's voice seemed to have the ability to pierce through the soul, waking 

up the Heavenly Hound immediately. 

After the Heavenly Hound woke up, it looked at the huge ball of light in front of 

it. Its saliva seemed to have turned into a small stream that flowed 

continuously. 

Lin Fan stroked its chin and said, "Such pure energy. What would happen if I 

absorbed it all?" 

If he wanted to do it, he would do it. 

Lin Fan stepped forward, wanting to touch the ball of light. 

However, no matter how long Lin Fan walked, the ball of light seemed to 

always be in front of him. He could not touch it at all. 

Lin Fan muttered, "Space force again? 

"No, it seems to be the power of time. 

"Looks like I have to use some strength." 

As soon as he finished speaking, Lin Fan's aura changed. 

High and mighty! 

At this moment, he seemed to have become a supreme king who could 

swallow mountains and rivers. 

The void in front of him cracked like glass. 

Lin Fan took another step forward. 

In an instant, he closed the distance between him and the ball of light. He 

could reach it with a raise of his hand! 

Without any hesitation, Lin Fan raised his right hand. 



The moment Lin Fan touched the ball of light, there was a sandstorm 

consisting of countless sharp blades that whizzed toward Lin Fan. 

In the blink of an eye, it had pierced through Lin Fan's entire body. 

Fresh blood spurted out! 

Following that, a terrifying wave slammed down like the wrath of the heavens. 

It smashed Lin Fan's shattered body into pieces like sand. 

Then, another wave of flames engulfed Lin Fan, causing a terrifying explosion. 

The entire world was covered in white. It was completely calm and silent! 

In Hua Nation… 

It was as if the explosion had silenced everything. 

Regardless of whether they were men or women, old or young, after the 

explosion sounded, everyone seemed to have been immobilized. They were 

all fixed on the spot without moving at all... 

In the next moment… 

Hua Nation's Void Gate shattered like a mirror. 

Then, a terrifying explosion suddenly sounded in Hua Nation. 

The entire Hua Nation started to shake violently. 

In some places, there were even long ravines. 

A thick white mist spread out from these ravines. 

As the number of cracks increased, a fog spread. 

Gradually, the entire Hua Nation was shrouded in a white fog. 

Some people felt extremely hot after inhaling the fog, some felt their strength 

increase rapidly, some suddenly understood the language of animals, some 

grew to have an extremely strong memory, some suddenly grew ten 



centimeters taller, some were able to control flames, and some were able to 

control rain… 

The entire Hua Nation began to undergo unpredictable changes! 
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While Hua Nation was undergoing changes, the heroes of the various 

countries in the forbidden area suddenly saw something. 

In the next moment… 

They all appeared in their respective countries. 

They were stunned at first. 

Soon, they were completely immersed in endless joy. 

They had returned! 

They had come back alive! 

Perhaps, when they were first chosen, some of them found it novel and were 

happy. 

Perhaps, after entering the Otherworld, some of them also felt that it was fun. 

However, after going without food for ten days to half a month… 

After being chased by terrifying monsters... 
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All the novelty and joy were completely replaced by despair. 

Many people had shouted, 'Why was I chosen? Why can't you let me go 

back?'  

Fortunately, their wish had become reality. 

When the people around them saw these heroes, they were also stunned for 

a moment. Then, they cheered one after another. 

Soon, the news of the heroes' return spread throughout the world. 

The entire world was enveloped in joy. 

The heroes had returned! 

Doomsday had yet to arrive! 

Earth could continue to survive! 

This was great news. 

The entire world was in an uproar! 

Except for Hua Nation. 

That was because Lin Fan had not returned. 

The white fog still shrouded Hua Nation. 

Everyone's hearts were filled with confusion. They did not know what to do in 

the future, just like the sky that was shrouded in white fog. 

... 

In Nashland's live broadcast room. 

"I'll tell you the best news in history!" the host shouted excitedly. "Our 

country's heroes, Alfrey, Luce, and Alfred have returned 

successfully!𝑵𝔬𝗏𝑒𝐋𝓃𝑒xt.𝑪𝚘𝗆 



"Scream and cheer! This is the best blessing for them!" 

Barcelo: [Oh, God! That's great!] 

Ram: [I told you that Alfrey was the best! As expected!] 

Hiram: [They opened the treasure chests and have now returned to Earth... 

Doesn't that mean that our country has three superheroes? They're real-life 

superheroes!] 

Kuken: [That's great! Their return will make us even safer!] 

... 

Eagle Country's live broadcast room. 

Mike: [Great, our heroes, Bacon and Alva, are back!] 

Harrison: [That's right! They're the best!] 

Bren: [I heard that Bacon and Alva will be received by the Queen. How 

enviable, but they deserve it.] 

... 

In Japes' live broadcast room. 

The host held the microphone and shouted, "Big news! Kupo Tanimoto has 

returned!" 

Qian Tian: [Congratulations, Tanimoto-kun.] 

Not Long One: [I knew it. I knew Tanimoto-kun could do it!] 

Little Ji Zi: [Uh... Tanimoto-kun, I like you.] 

... 

Even though Lin Fan's absence and the thick white fog made Hua Nation feel 

a little depressed, the government understood that they had to hurry up and 

maintain order. 



Once the order was disrupted, it would definitely be a terrible disaster. 

Xia Bing, Xia Xue, and the others were pale. 

They did not care about the white fog outside at all. They just stared at the live 

broadcast room. 

They hoped to see that tall and handsome figure in the live broadcast room. 

Unfortunately, after a long, long time…I think you should take a look at 

This figure did not appear. 

However, some different comments appeared. 

Kim Min-Ho: [There are still so many people watching the live broadcast?] 

Seunmida: [There's no need to watch anymore. Lin Fan won't be able to come 

back.] 

Li Zhen: [Looks like... many people still can't accept reality. In that case, I'll let 

you see Lin Fan die again.] 

The next moment, Lin Fan touched the ball of light. Then, the scene of him 

being attacked by the sandstorm, being hit by the waves, and being 

swallowed by the flames appeared in the live broadcast room again. 

Moreover, it was being played repeatedly. 

Li Zhen: [Look, Lin Fan is dead, right? His body was penetrated by the sand 

and finally turned into dust.] 

Li Daxuan: [If you ask me, it's good that Lin Fan is dead. Because he killed my 

family's Li Xianhao. He's a murderer! Even if he returned, he would still be 

punished!] 

Jue: [Yes, he deserved to die!] 

... 



Xia Bing and Xia Xue looked at the scene of Lin Fan being hurt repeatedly in 

the live broadcast room. They looked at the insults to Lin Fan… 

Their beautiful eyes turned even redder. 

Suddenly, the white fog within a hundred miles seemed to be attracted and 

entered Xia Bing's and Xia Xue's bodies. 

In the next moment, Xia Bing and Xia Xue suddenly burst out with a powerful 

aura, sending the surrounding houses flying. 

Then, the two of them turned into two streaks of light, one blue and one red. 

They soared into the sky. 

"Lin Fan didn't die!" 

Their voices were like thunder, reverberating throughout the entire world. 

Then, Xia Bing and Xia Xue found a direction, stepped on the air, and moved 

forward quickly. 

They passed through Jiangbei and Jiang Province… 

They even crossed Hua Nation. 

Planes flew over their heads. 

Not long after, they appeared in the sky above Seunmida Nation, and their 

eyes were locked on Li Daxuan, Li Zhen, Li Jue, and the others. Their hands 

were jumping rapidly on the keyboard. 

Xia Bing and Xia Xue opened their mouths and shouted, "Die!" 

As soon as they finished speaking, two pillars of light, one blue and one red, 

shot down like divine punishment. 

Li Daxuan, Li Zhen, and Li Jue… Everything within a few kilometers of them 

seemed to have evaporated. 



What replaced it was a black rumbling void. 

Seeing this… 

Xia Bing and Xia Xue returned to Hua Nation in a flash. 

At this moment, a towering door suddenly appeared in the sky above them. 

Then, the door shot out multicolored light that filled the sky. Pleasant music 

sounded in a radius of a hundred miles. 

Xia Bing and Xia Xue became incomparably holy and ethereal under the glow 

and music. 

The multicolored light at the door grew brighter and brighter, continuously 

intertwining and condensing… 

Gradually, five words formed in the air—'Congratulations on becoming an 

immortal!' 

This change attracted the attention of many people in Hua Nation. 

They all looked up, their faces filled with horror. 

The sound of discussion seemed to have turned into a tidal wave. 

"Becoming an immortal? Could it be that this is an immortal sect?" 

"Heavens! There really are immortals and gods in this world!" 

"God Lin must have been an immortal in the past!" 

"The two in the sky... Are the two of them immortals?" 

"Quick, bow to the immortals." 

"Yes, bow!" 

... 



Xia Bing and Xia Xue seemed to feel some kind of summoning. They looked 

deeply at the door. 

Then, they turned around and looked at Hua Nation and Jiangbei! 

They whispered, "We're not becoming immortals; we're waiting for his return!"  

As soon as they finished speaking, the blue and red lights around Xia Bing 

and Xia Xue appeared. It was as if they had turned into blue and red suns 

hanging in the sky. 

In the next moment, the blue and red suns exploded, forming two powerful 

blue and red storms in Hua Nation. 

Xia Bing's and Xia Xue's figures disappeared. 

As they disappeared, the door in the sky also disappeared like a bubble. 

RICHEST MAN: GETTING 7 BILLION RED POCKETS TO 
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Chapter 625 Return To Earth; See Xia Xue Again! 

 

   

 

 

In the Otherworld. 

It was a vast expanse of whiteness, as if time and space had stopped flowing, 

it was quiet. 

However, every once in a while, a faint voice would ring out in the 

surroundings. 
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[Ding! You've survived in the Otherworld for 1,440 hours. You've obtained 400 

Constitution points.] 

... 

[Ding! You've survived in the Otherworld for 1,680 hours. You've obtained 500 

points of spiritual energy.] 

... 

[Ding! You've survived in the Otherworld for 4,800 hours. You've obtained 500 

Constitution points.] 

.... 

[Ding! You've survived in the Otherworld for 120,000 hours. You've obtained 

500 Constitution points.] 

... 

[Ding! You've survived in the Otherworld for 720,000 hours. You've obtained 

500 points of spiritual energy.] 

... 

[Ding! You've survived in the Otherworld for 1,200,000 hours. You've obtained 

500 points of spiritual energy.] 

.... 

[Ding! You've survived in the Otherworld for 8,759,976 hours. You've obtained 

400 Constitution points.] 

... 

At this moment, a tall and handsome figure gradually appeared in the 

originally white space. 

It was Lin Fan! 



His eyes were closed as if he was asleep. 

When he touched the ball of light, Lin Fan's entire body was penetrated by the 

blade-like sandstorm. He was smashed into pieces by the waves and burned 

to ashes by the flames… 

However, he was still intact. 

In fact, his clothes were not even damaged. 

However, on Lin Fan's arm, which was usually clean, there was a dog tattoo. 

In the next moment… 

Suddenly, a whirlpool appeared within Lin Fan's body, sucking in all the white 

fog in the space. 

The entire space turned into nothingness. 

It was at this moment that Lin Fan finally opened his eyes. 

His eyes were like two scorching suns hanging in the sky, emitting endless 

dazzling light that completely illuminated the empty space. 

After a while, the light slowly faded away.𝑵𝒪𝑣𝐞𝗅𝗇𝗲xt.𝚌𝒪𝗆 

At this moment, a crisp notification rang out in Lin Fan's mind. 

[Ding! You've survived in the Otherworld for 8,760,000 hours. You've obtained 

500 Constitution points.] 

A weak energy flowed into his body. 

Lin Fan muttered, "8,760,000 hours? A thousand years have passed? I've 

been absorbing energy for such a long time." 

Even though a thousand years had allowed Lin Fan to obtain an unimaginable 

amount of power, Lin Fan still felt a little regretful. 



If he had known earlier, he would not have touched the ball of light with his 

hands. 

He had missed out on too many things. 

Parents, family, lovers… They were probably all gone, right? 

Lin Fan sighed and said, "It's time to go back and take a look." 

As soon as he finished speaking, he directly disappeared into the void. 

In the next moment, he appeared on Earth, in Qing City. 

In the past, Qing City was just a small city attached to the provincial capital of 

Jiangbei. There were only a few decent high-rise buildings and a two-way six-

lane roads in the entire urban area. 

The urban area area was also very small. There was even a joke at that time 

that one only needed to spend 20 yuan to take a taxi across the city 

However, the current Qing City had completely changed. 

Looking up, one could see dense skyscrapers, countless dragon-like two-way 

eight-lane roads and viaducts, as well as many hovering cars. 

Bionic robots were walking on the sidewalk. 

There was a special fragrance in the air, and it smelled very good. 

Technology… There was no doubt that a huge change had occurred. 

Lin Fan was not too surprised by this. 

After all, 1,000 years had passed. 

In other words, Lin Fan would only be surprised if nothing had changed. 

Lin Fan looked in a direction. That... used to be his home. 

Unfortunately, there was no trace of home… 



In fact, the entire street and area… looked nothing like what he remembered. 

In its place was a very high-end, luxurious residential building.I think you 

should take a look at 

However, Lin Fan understood that this was where his home used to be. 

Lin Fan's mind moved, and his mind power spread out like a tide. He did not 

find any traces of his family in this high-end house. 

Although he had already expected it, he could not help but feel a little 

disappointed. 

Then, Lin Fan stepped out. 

In the next moment, he appeared in front of Jiangbei University in Jiangbei 

City. 

This place… It was still Jiangbei University. 

However, compared to before, both the area and the scale were more than 

twice as large. 

The school gate was also more than twice as large as before. It was 

extremely imposing. 

Many men and women who were full of youth and vitality kept coming in and 

out. They were full of vigor and vitality. 

A wave of spiritual energy spread out, but it was quickly retracted. 

That was because Lin Fan still did not sense any familiar aura. 

A thousand years had passed, and everything had changed. 

Lin Fan seemed to be a little disappointed as he slowly raised his head to look 

at the blue sky. 

It was deep and vast. 



It was as if he had seen through the void and saw an unknown region that 

was endless. 

At this moment, a very clear and sweet voice sounded behind him. 

"Is there anything up there?" 

When Lin Fan heard that, he turned around slowly. 

In the next moment… 

Even after experiencing countless major events and even after a thousand 

years… 

Lin Fan's heart raced as he froze on the spot. 

In front of him was a lady with a porcelain doll face, skin as white as snow and 

sparkling like jade, as well as a voluptuous figure. 

It was Xia Xue. 

After a thousand years, he saw his lover again! 

How could Lin Fan not be excited? 

"Xia Xue!" 

After saying that, Lin Fan wanted to give her a big hug. 

Xia Xue reacted very quickly and directly dodged to the side. She said angrily, 

"What are you doing? Also, how do you know my name?!" 

Lin Fan was stunned once again. 

Xia Xue… did not recognize him? 

How could this be? 

Xia Xue warned, "Let me tell you, this is Jiangbei. There's surveillance 

everywhere! If you dare to act recklessly again, I'll inform the police!" 



When Lin Fan heard her voice, he came back to his senses. 

Then, he quietly looked at Xia Xue. 

Very quickly, Lin Fan noticed something different. 

Although this lady did have Xia Xue's appearance, she seemed to be a little 

taller than Xia Xue. In addition, her temperament seemed to be different. 

Then, Lin Fan used the Eyes of True Sight to look at Xia Xue. 

[Favorability: 30] 

[Appearance: 95] 

In the past, Xia Xue's favorability of him was 99! 

In addition, Xia Bing and Xia Xue always appeared at the same time. 

Now, there was only one person. 

Then, Lin Fan used the skill—Heartbeat. 

Xia Xue was thinking, 'This person's clothes are so strange. He even wanted 

to hug me. Is he a pervert?' However, he's really handsome! A pervert 

shouldn't be so handsome, right?' 

Lin Fan's lips twitched. 

Was a lady's mind so jumpy? 

After a while, Lin Fan cleared his throat and said, "I'm sorry, I just got the 

wrong person…" 

Xia Xue thought in her heart, 'He's so polite, and his voice is so nice!' 

As a result, Xia Xue's favorability toward Lin Fan rose sharply and instantly 

reached 60. 

Lin Fan's lips twitched again. 



She believed him with just one sentence? 

Were women that trusting? 

Xia Xue nodded and said, "I see..." 

... 

RICHEST MAN: GETTING 7 BILLION RED POCKETS TO 

START WITH 

Chapter 626 Worship; Interested! 

 

   

 

 

Xia Xue asked, "Right, are you a student of Jiangbei University?" 

Lin Fan thought about it and said, "You can say so." 

Strictly speaking, Lin Fan was indeed one. 

In the past, because he had solved Zhou's Conjecture, he had made an 

exception and became a student at Jiangbei University. 

He was later promoted to a professor at Jiangbei University. 

However, Lin Fan did not even get a diploma from Jiangbei University. 

If he did not have a diploma, was he still considered a student of Jiangbei 

University, then? 

The vigilance on Xia Xue's face disappeared in an instant and was replaced 

by a shallow smile. 

Students were always synonymous with innocence. 
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"So, you're a freshman at Jiangbei University this year!" she said with a smile. 

"You must have come to the school to take a look before you registered, 

right? Do you need me to bring you in to take a look?" 

In fact, even without Xia Xue, Lin Fan wanted to go in and take a look. 

What was more, Xia Xue appeared! 

He could not wait to spend more time with her. 

Lin Fan said, "That's troublesome." 

Xia Xue waved her hand. "No trouble, no trouble. It's just a small matter." 

Nowadays, universities generally prohibited people from entering and leaving. 

Firstly, it was not safe. 

Secondly, it would affect the academic atmosphere. 

It was the same for Jiangbei University. 

However, with Xia Xue leading the way, it could obviously reduce some 

trouble. 

When they came to the front door, a light curtain fell on Xia Xue's face, and 

the automatic door in front of her opened directly. 

The two of them strode in. 

In the past, Jiangbei University had new skyscrapers and many old flat floors. 

The first thing that entered his eyes when he walked in now was a field of 

colorful flowers and green trees. 

The air was filled with a refreshing fragrance. 

Looking up into the distance, Lin Fan saw tall, brand-new buildings. They 

were even more imposing than the central business district from a thousand 

years ago. 



Xia Xue said, "Our Jiangbei University is the best school in the entire Xia 

Alliance, or even the world. If you can be admitted, your college entrance 

examination results must be very good, right? Could you be the top scorer of 

some district?" 

Xia Alliance? 

District? 

Had Jiangbei University become the best university in the world? 

It seemed that the world had changed a lot in the past thousand years. 

Lin Fan smiled and shook his head. 

Xia Xue said, "It doesn't matter if you're not the top scorer. After all, top 

scorers are everywhere in Jiangbei University. It doesn't mean much." 

Suddenly, Lin Fan was attracted by a statue erected in front of a teaching 

building. 

Xia Xue looked in the direction of Lin Fan and smiled. "You admire Professor 

Lin too? 

"It's normal! There are probably very few students who don't admire him. 

"It's really hard to imagine that someone from 1,000 years ago could solve 

Zhou's Conjecture, the Twin Prime Number Conjecture, Hail's Conjecture, 

Hodge's Conjecture, Riemann's Hypothesis, and so on. I still can't understand 

most of the steps to solve the problem. 

"There's also earthquake prediction device in the physics field. Until now, 

scientists have been unable to replicate it. His controlled nuclear fusion has 

also solved the energy problem in one fell swoop. 

"He also invented two types of super batteries in the chemistry field. 

"The human islet recovery drug. 



"The gaming helmet too! I heard that the gaming helmet we use today are 

based on the models he built. 

"Amazing!"I think you should take a look at 

As Xia Xue spoke, her beautiful eyes became bright. 

It felt like a fan talking about their idol's achievements. 

Lin Fan rubbed his nose. To be praised like this to his face, it was really… He 

felt a little embarrassed. 

Then, Xia Xue said, "In addition, there are legends about him… Back when 

the apocalypse had first appeared on Earth, the Xia Alliance was formed by 

dozens of countries. Each country had selected a few heroes to enter the 

Otherworld to fight for Earth's survival. 

"The person chosen by Hua Nation was Professor Lin! 

"It was also because of Professor Lin's powerful strength that he was able to 

dominate the Otherworld in exchange for the peace on Earth. 

"He possessed endless knowledge, and at the same time, endless power! 

Professor Lin was an absolute god! A perfect god!" 

However, speaking of this… 

Xia Xue smiled. "However, many people say that Professor Lin didn't exist at 

all. Or, even if he did exist, he didn't have that many achievements. It's just 

that later on, people attached a lot of things to him to create a better 

impression." 

Lin Fan frowned. 

In ancient times, such a situation had indeed occurred. 

After all, history could only be written in ancient times, and it was easy to 

tamper with it. 



However, 1,000 years ago, the world already had film and television 

technology. 

In addition, if he remembered correctly, the actions in the Otherworld were 

broadcasted live, right? 

Since there was a live broadcast, there would definitely be recordings. 

Those were irrefutable evidence! 

Why would there be such suspicions 1,000 years later? 

At this time, Xia Xue said, "After all, other countries have videos of heroes 

from the Otherworld, but there are no videos of Professor Lin. In addition, 

there are no photos of Professor Lin on the internet." 

No videos or photos? 

Lin Fan's expression changed slightly as a guess slowly formed in his heart. 

The super smart watch! 

Yes, that was it! 

Before entering the other world, Lin Fan had left the super smart watch on 

Earth. 

The super smart watch knew that Lin Fan did not like to be exposed online. 

It was probably the only one who could do such a thing. 

Xia Xue seemed to have thought of something and said, "Oh right, I forgot to 

ask. What's your name?" 

"I'm Lin Fan," Lin Fan said. 

Xia Xue could not help but be stunned. 

She sized Lin Fan up and then laughed. "It seems that not only do you admire 

Professor Lin, but your parents also admire him! 



"They actually named you after Professor Lin's name. 

"However, it's normal to hope for your son to become a dragon and your 

daughter to become a phoenix. 

"All the best, young man!" 

After that, Xia Xue continued to walk forward. 

"It's said that Professor Lin used to work in that office. The book says that he 

was a workaholic and lived in the office almost every day. Moreover, he'd stay 

in the office for a long time.𝑵𝔬𝗏𝑒𝐋𝓃𝑒xt.𝑪𝚘𝗆 

"By the way, do you see the flower bed in front? According to the book, there 

was once a student who broke his leg there. Professor Lin looked at him 

limping and felt very sad. 

"So, he locked himself in his office for a whole month. Then, he invented an 

advanced prosthetic leg and successfully made that student stand up." 

... 

Xia Xue felt that... Lin Fan seemed to be very interested in Professor Lin. 

Therefore, she specifically picked out Professor Lin's deeds to talk about. 

However, when Lin Fan heard all of this, his lips twitched uncontrollably. 

What was all this? 
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Xia Xue asked, "Right, are you a student of Jiangbei University?" 

Lin Fan thought about it and said, "You can say so." 

Strictly speaking, Lin Fan was indeed one. 

In the past, because he had solved Zhou's Conjecture, he had made an 

exception and became a student at Jiangbei University. 

He was later promoted to a professor at Jiangbei University. 

However, Lin Fan did not even get a diploma from Jiangbei University. 

If he did not have a diploma, was he still considered a student of Jiangbei 

University, then? 

The vigilance on Xia Xue's face disappeared in an instant and was replaced 

by a shallow smile. 

Students were always synonymous with innocence. 

"So, you're a freshman at Jiangbei University this year!" she said with a smile. 

"You must have come to the school to take a look before you registered, 

right? Do you need me to bring you in to take a look?" 

In fact, even without Xia Xue, Lin Fan wanted to go in and take a look. 

What was more, Xia Xue appeared! 

He could not wait to spend more time with her. 

Lin Fan said, "That's troublesome." 

Xia Xue waved her hand. "No trouble, no trouble. It's just a small matter." 

Nowadays, universities generally prohibited people from entering and leaving. 

Firstly, it was not safe. 



Secondly, it would affect the academic atmosphere. 

It was the same for Jiangbei University. 

However, with Xia Xue leading the way, it could obviously reduce some 

trouble. 

When they came to the front door, a light curtain fell on Xia Xue's face, and 

the automatic door in front of her opened directly. 

The two of them strode in. 

In the past, Jiangbei University had new skyscrapers and many old flat floors. 

The first thing that entered his eyes when he walked in now was a field of 

colorful flowers and green trees. 

The air was filled with a refreshing fragrance. 

Looking up into the distance, Lin Fan saw tall, brand-new buildings. They 

were even more imposing than the central business district from a thousand 

years ago. 

Xia Xue said, "Our Jiangbei University is the best school in the entire Xia 

Alliance, or even the world. If you can be admitted, your college entrance 

examination results must be very good, right? Could you be the top scorer of 

some district?" 

Xia Alliance? 

District? 

Had Jiangbei University become the best university in the world? 

It seemed that the world had changed a lot in the past thousand years. 

Lin Fan smiled and shook his head. 



Xia Xue said, "It doesn't matter if you're not the top scorer. After all, top 

scorers are everywhere in Jiangbei University. It doesn't mean much." 

Suddenly, Lin Fan was attracted by a statue erected in front of a teaching 

building. 

Xia Xue looked in the direction of Lin Fan and smiled. "You admire Professor 

Lin too? 

"It's normal! There are probably very few students who don't admire him. 

"It's really hard to imagine that someone from 1,000 years ago could solve 

Zhou's Conjecture, the Twin Prime Number Conjecture, Hail's Conjecture, 

Hodge's Conjecture, Riemann's Hypothesis, and so on. I still can't understand 

most of the steps to solve the problem. 

"There's also earthquake prediction device in the physics field. Until now, 

scientists have been unable to replicate it. His controlled nuclear fusion has 

also solved the energy problem in one fell swoop. 

"He also invented two types of super batteries in the chemistry field. 

"The human islet recovery drug. 

"The gaming helmet too! I heard that the gaming helmet we use today are 

based on the models he built. 

"Amazing!"I think you should take a look at 

As Xia Xue spoke, her beautiful eyes became bright. 

It felt like a fan talking about their idol's achievements. 

Lin Fan rubbed his nose. To be praised like this to his face, it was really… He 

felt a little embarrassed. 

Then, Xia Xue said, "In addition, there are legends about him… Back when 

the apocalypse had first appeared on Earth, the Xia Alliance was formed by 



dozens of countries. Each country had selected a few heroes to enter the 

Otherworld to fight for Earth's survival. 

"The person chosen by Hua Nation was Professor Lin! 

"It was also because of Professor Lin's powerful strength that he was able to 

dominate the Otherworld in exchange for the peace on Earth. 

"He possessed endless knowledge, and at the same time, endless power! 

Professor Lin was an absolute god! A perfect god!" 

However, speaking of this… 

Xia Xue smiled. "However, many people say that Professor Lin didn't exist at 

all. Or, even if he did exist, he didn't have that many achievements. It's just 

that later on, people attached a lot of things to him to create a better 

impression." 

Lin Fan frowned. 

In ancient times, such a situation had indeed occurred. 

After all, history could only be written in ancient times, and it was easy to 

tamper with it. 

However, 1,000 years ago, the world already had film and television 

technology. 

In addition, if he remembered correctly, the actions in the Otherworld were 

broadcasted live, right? 

Since there was a live broadcast, there would definitely be recordings. 

Those were irrefutable evidence! 

Why would there be such suspicions 1,000 years later? 



At this time, Xia Xue said, "After all, other countries have videos of heroes 

from the Otherworld, but there are no videos of Professor Lin. In addition, 

there are no photos of Professor Lin on the internet." 

No videos or photos? 

Lin Fan's expression changed slightly as a guess slowly formed in his heart. 

The super smart watch! 

Yes, that was it! 

Before entering the other world, Lin Fan had left the super smart watch on 

Earth. 

The super smart watch knew that Lin Fan did not like to be exposed online. 

It was probably the only one who could do such a thing. 

Xia Xue seemed to have thought of something and said, "Oh right, I forgot to 

ask. What's your name?" 

"I'm Lin Fan," Lin Fan said. 

Xia Xue could not help but be stunned. 

She sized Lin Fan up and then laughed. "It seems that not only do you admire 

Professor Lin, but your parents also admire him! 

"They actually named you after Professor Lin's name. 

"However, it's normal to hope for your son to become a dragon and your 

daughter to become a phoenix. 

"All the best, young man!" 

After that, Xia Xue continued to walk forward. 



"It's said that Professor Lin used to work in that office. The book says that he 

was a workaholic and lived in the office almost every day. Moreover, he'd stay 

in the office for a long time.𝑵𝔬𝗏𝑒𝐋𝓃𝑒xt.𝑪𝚘𝗆 

"By the way, do you see the flower bed in front? According to the book, there 

was once a student who broke his leg there. Professor Lin looked at him 

limping and felt very sad. 

"So, he locked himself in his office for a whole month. Then, he invented an 

advanced prosthetic leg and successfully made that student stand up." 

... 

Xia Xue felt that... Lin Fan seemed to be very interested in Professor Lin. 

Therefore, she specifically picked out Professor Lin's deeds to talk about. 

However, when Lin Fan heard all of this, his lips twitched uncontrollably. 

What was all this? 
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Lin Fan cursed in his heart, 'When was I ever a workaholic?' 

Living in the office almost every day? Was the big bed in the Coiling Dragon 

Villa not good enough? 
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And... when did a student break his leg and he felt heartache? Why did he not 

know about it? 

Was he that great? 

Then, Lin Fan suddenly thought of the fables of some great people. 

He muttered in his heart, 'Could it be that most fables are fake too?' 

Lin Fan shook his head, not knowing whether to laugh or cry. 

When Lin Fan and Xia Xue were strolling around the campus, the satellite in 

space suddenly turned around and the camera captured Lin Fan. 

Then, in the quiet underground of Jiangbei University, a strangely shaped 

black watch shot out a ray of light and made a cheerful sound. 

"Master is back!" 

Then, the eyes of the bio-robot that was cleaning up the cafeteria of Jiangbei 

University lit up. It immediately put down its work and strode out. 

... 

At this time, Lin Fan and Xia Xue were still strolling around. 

Xia Xue was very familiar with Jiangbei University. She knew almost every 

place and introduced them one by one. When it came to Professor Lin's 

legends, she would especially emphasize them.  

Unfortunately, she did not know that most of the legends were just made up 

by later generations. 

"Do you see that pine tree? Legend had it that Professor Lin had solved many 

difficult problems under that tree. Therefore, that tree is also known as the 

Path-Understanding Tree. 

"This is Xuehai Building. Legend has it that Professor Lin once conducted tens 

of thousands of experiments here and invented the earthquake prediction 



device, the carbon-based photolithographic machine, the super batteries, and 

other products. 

"Do you see the place where there are so many pieces of paper? It's actually 

been cleaned up many times. That's because that was where Professor Lin 

often studied, and it has a very magical power. In the beginning, whenever 

there's an exam, many people would come to Professor Lin to pray that they 

could pass every exam. Later on, for some reason, it became a place to make 

wishes. Whether it's to have children or to overcome unforeseen 

circumstances at home, everyone would come to pray and make wishes…" 

When Lin Fan heard this, his face turned weird. 

Had he become a temple? 

At this moment, a golden stream of light streaked across the sky. 

In today's highly civilized world, this did not attract much attention. 

In the next moment… 

The golden stream of light suddenly exploded, causing the entire world to 

tremble slightly as it burst out with ten thousand dazzling golden lights. 

This time, it finally attracted the attention of many people. 

Xia Xue looked up in confusion. 

Lin Fan raised his head and squinted his eyes. 

At this moment… 

The golden light spread out and gradually formed a golden scroll that covered 

the sky. 

It was dazzling. 

In a tall building that pierced through the clouds, a middle-aged man with 

slightly white sideburns slowly raised his head and asked in confusion, "What 



kind of new technology is this? Or is it the special power of a certain aptitude 

user? 

"Unbelievable!" 

Unbelievable? 

That was right! 

Even in today's highly renowned world, this was still an inconceivable thing.I 

think you should take a look at 

... 

At this moment, the golden scroll slowly unfolded. 

On it, three scorching hot words that were as dazzling as the sun appeared—

'Wealth Rankings'! 

[10th place: Wang Yao.] 

[Reward: Ten years of added lifespan, 10,000 Constitution points.] 

... 

Seeing this… 

Everyone exclaimed. 

"10,000 Constitution points! Heavens!" 

"This can't be true, right?" 

"In addition, he has ten extra years of lifespan!" 

"What exactly is this Wealth Rankings?" 

"Who's Wang Yao? I don't think I've heard of him." 



"You don't know Wang Yao? Then you should have heard of World Car, right? 

The biggest shareholder is Xier Group, and Wang Yao is the boss of Xier 

Group. 

"The market value of World Car has exceeded eight trillion World Coins! In 

addition. Xier Group has also invested in hundreds of large companies! I 

always thought that Wang Yao was the richest man in the world! The Wealthy 

Rankings is fake, right?" 

"Wang Yao has gained 10,000 Constitution points and ten years of lifespan. 

With this, Xier Group will definitely develop even better." 

... 

At this moment, in a luxurious villa. 

Wang Yao, who had white hair, had a gleam in his turbid eyes. He felt very 

relaxed. 

He gently clenched his fist, feeling that it was filled with endless power. 

He looked up at the sky and said in a low voice, "It's actually true!" 

...𝑵𝔬𝗏𝑒𝐋𝓃𝑒xt.𝑪𝚘𝗆 

Amidst the countless discussions, a few more lines of words appeared on the 

golden scroll. 

[9th place: Chen Yuxuan.] 

[Reward: Ten years of added lifespan, 10,000 Constitution points, 10,000 

points of spiritual energy, and the ability to cure all illnesses.] 

Countless people once again joined in the discussion. 

"Oh my god, the ninth place actually won 10,000 points of spiritual energy! 

10,000 points of spiritual energy! And he can cure all illnesses!" 



"With 10,000 spiritual energy points, learning knowledge is definitely very 

easy. In fact, he can even solidify his spiritual energy!" 

"Chen Yuxuan? Could this be the chairman of Yiwei Group, Chen Yuxuan?" 

"Yiwei Group has a large number of giant companies with a market value of 

trillions of World Coins. I always thought he was the richest man in the world!" 

... 

On a skyscraper, Chen Yuxuan, who was wearing gold-rimmed glasses, stood 

up abruptly. 

All these years, Chen Yuxuan had been working day and night to develop his 

career. 

RICHEST MAN: GETTING 7 BILLION RED POCKETS TO 

START WITH 

Chapter 628 Rankings; The World’s Richest! (2) 

 

   

 

Chapter 628 Rankings; The World's Richest! (2) 

It was also because of this that his body was always in a state of overload. 

After many years, he finally became ill from overwork… 

Even with today's medical technology, it was difficult to completely recover. 

However, at this moment, his entire body was relaxed and full of strength. His 

mind had also become abnormally active. 
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Chen Yuxuan raised his head and looked at the golden scroll in the sky. He 

rubbed his chin and said, "It turns out that wealth can really be exchanged for 

health and time." 

... 

[Eighth place: Zhang Kang.] 

[Reward: Ten years of added lifespan, 10,000 Constitution points, 10,000 

points of spiritual energy, the ability to cure all illnesses, and Level One 

Aquamancer.] 

"F*ck! A special ability! Moreover, it's a very rare water control technique! Oh 

my god!" 

"Zhang Kang, which big shot is this? Can someone introduce us?" 

"The biggest shareholder of Yigou Group, World Supermarket, Dahui 

Airplane, Yongxin Clothing, and other companies is King Group! Zhang Kang 

is the boss of King Group!" 

"F*ck! The market value of Yigou Group seem to have exceeded ten trillion 

World Coins, right? He's not the richest man? Who's the first?" 

... 

In a serene room... 

Zhang Kang was sitting cross-legged. 

Many people liked to indulge in debauchery after they had money. 

However, Zhang Kang was different. He was becoming more and more fond 

of meditation and health. 

He thought that his career was successful enough, so he should slow down 

his life and recuperate. 

At this moment, he suddenly stood up. 



He looked at his hands in disbelief. 

When Zhang Kang looked up, he happened to see the teacup not far away. 

His eyes turned slightly, and he gently hooked his finger. 

The next moment, the tea in the cup was like a transparent snake, spiraling 

out and circling around Zhang Kang. 

Then, Zhang Kang moved his mind and let the water fall into his mouth. 

Seeing this… 

Zhang Kang could not help but reveal a hint of joy. 

He looked up at the golden scroll in the sky and said, "Perhaps the most 

important thing is to develop your career." 

After saying that, Zhang Kang strode out. 

... 

[Seventh place: Liu Fengbo] 

[Reward: 20 years of added lifespan, 20,000 Constitution points, 20,000 

points of spiritual energy, the ability to cure all illnesses, and Level One Fire 

Control.] 

"Oh my god! The increase in lifespan, Constitution, and spiritual energy for the 

seventh place has all doubled! Moreover, he also obtained a rare Level One 

Fire Control!" 

"Damn it! Who said that money was useless in the past? The rich can't even 

compare to a special ability user? Now, let's see who still dares to say that!" 

"Fire Control! It's the ability I want the most!" 

"Ah! Earning money to obtain special abilities!" 



"Liu Fengbo? Is it the God of Investment, Liu Fengbo? Didn't he stop 

investing?" 

"Yes, he has stopped investing. He just founded an internet company called 

Instant View, a chain store called True Delicacy, and became the largest 

shareholder of Rapid Light Transmission and Instant Pay… That's all." 

"Even Liu Fengbo isn't the richest man in the world? It doesn't make sense." 

... 

At this moment, in a high-end restaurant... 

Liu Fengbo drank a mouthful of wine worth 100,000 World Coins. 

In the next moment… 

His entire face suddenly turned red. 

This was not because he was drunk, but because his body was suddenly filled 

with strength. His mind became extremely clear, all the pain in his body 

disappeared. His entire body became extremely hot. 

Then, Liu Fengbo slowly opened his mouth and spat out a wisp of flame. 

Seeing this… 

Liu Fengbo's face turned even redder. 

It was true! 

He really had Fire Control! 

... 

[Sixth place: Yang Kai] 

[Reward: 20 years of added lifespan, 20,000 Constitution points, 20,000 

points of spiritual energy, the ability to cure all illnesses, and Level Two Earth 

Manipulation Technique.] 



... 

In an ancient manor in the center of the city... 

A man in a white shirt hurried over and said, "Dad, how do you feel? Is there 

any change in your body? Do you have the ability to control the earth?" 

In the past, Yang Kai would always berate the other party when he sat down, 

telling him not to be anxious when something happened. 

However, at this time, Yang Kai laughed heartily and said, "Look!" 

As soon as he finished speaking, the marble floor in front of him suddenly 

started to squirm like mud. 

"It's so powerful!" the man in white shouted excitedly. "Level Two Earth 

Manipulation Technique is so powerful!" 

"Dad, does that mean that you've also gained 20 years of lifespan, 20,000 

Constitution points, and 20,000 points of spiritual energy?" 

Yang Kai still did not speak. He just gently patted the solid wood table in front 

of him. 

The solid wood table broke into countless pieces. 

"Congratulations, Dad!" The man in the white shirt shouted excitedly. 

... 

[Fifth place: Song Yun] 

[Reward: 30 years of added lifespan, 30,000 Constitution points, 30,000 

points of spiritual energy, the ability to cure all illnesses, and Level Two Wood 

Control.] 

"Song Yun? Song Yun, the biggest shareholder of the world's top 50 luxury 

goods?" 



"That's right! It's her! In addition, not only does she own many luxury goods 

companies, but most of our daily necessities also belong to her companies." 

"Queen!" 

... 

At this moment, Song Yun arrived at the company's main entrance. 

Wherever she passed, the employees bowed and greeted her. 

Song Yun did not put on airs at all and nodded in response. 

When she saw the Wealth Rankings in the sky, she could not help but stop in 

her tracks. 

Soon, her name also appeared on the rankings. 

Suddenly, a faint green light circulated around Song Yun's body. 

After a while, she looked at her hands. Her usually calm face had a different 

color. 

Then, Song Yun waved her hand, and a green light spread out. 

In the next moment… 

The Lucky Tree placed in front of the company's entrance was growing at a 

speed visible to the naked eye. 

... 

[Fourth place: Hao Changdong.] 

[Reward: 30 years of added lifespan, 50,000 Constitution points, 50,000 

points of spiritual energy, the ability to cure all illnesses, and Level Two Metal 

Manipulation Technique.] 

"Oh my god, 50,000 Constitution points? 50,000 points of spiritual energy? 

How strong is he?" 



"Is there such a strong person in this world?" 

"The rewards for fourth place are already so good. What would the rewards be 

for the first place?" 

"Hao Changdong? Could he be from the the ancient Hao family? If it really is 

the Hao family, then who would be the first?" 

... 

[Third place: Zhao Zhiwu.] 

[Reward: 30 years of added lifespan, 80,000 Constitution points, 80,000 

points of spiritual energy, the ability to cure all illnesses, and Level Three 

Water Control.] 

At this moment, Zhao Zhiwu, who had thick eyebrows and big eyes, was 

taking a walk by his lake. When he saw the rankings in the sky, his expression 

changed. 

Then, his mind moved slightly… 

The surface of the lake trembled. 

In the next moment… 

A thick pillar of water shot into the sky. 

The dignified woman beside him could not help but say in surprise, "Zhiwu, 

you…" 

"The Wealthy Rankings is real!" Zhao Zhiwu said with a smile. 

... 

[Second place: Ma Kai] 



[Reward: 50 years of added lifespan, 100,000 Constitution points, 100,000 

points o fspiritual energy, the ability to cure all illnesses, and Level Three Fire 

Control.] 

Seeing this, countless people exclaimed. 

"F*ck! 100,000 Constitution points, 100,000 points of spiritual energy! In 

today's world, is there anyone who surpasses these two numbers?" 

"Second place? Ma Kai?" 𝑵𝔬𝗏𝑒𝐋𝓃𝑒xt.𝑪𝚘𝗆 

"Could this be the patriarch of the Ma family?" 

"Heavens, the Ma family is a super family that has around for over a thousand 

years! Legend has it that 1,000 years ago, the Ma family produced the top two 

richest men." 

"No one knows how much wealth the Ma family has. It's not an exaggeration 

to say that they are as rich as a country." 

"Who is the person in first place?" 

"There's still someone who surpassed the Ma family? That's impossible!" 

"Who's in first place?" 

... 

In fact, it was not just the ordinary people who were puzzled. 

Wang Yao, Chen Yuxuan, Zhang Kang, Liu Fengbo, Yang Kai, and other 

tycoons who were in the top ten of the Wealth Rankings all raised their heads 

and stared at the scroll in the sky with extremely serious eyes. 

... 

Xia Xue, who was standing next to Lin Fan, could not help but swallow her 

saliva. She said to herself nervously, "Who will be first?" 



... 

Under everyone's expectations… 

A dazzling golden light shot out from the Wealth Rankings. 

Then, two lines of words slowly condensed. 

RICHEST MAN: GETTING 7 BILLION RED POCKETS TO 

START WITH 

Chapter 629 Cause And Effect; Wait! 

 

   

 

 

The Wealth Rankings seemed to have a terrifying pressure, causing everyone 

who saw it to pant. 

Their heartbeats kept increasing. 

Finally, the words slowly took shape. 

[First place: Lin Fan] 

[Reward: 100 years of added lifespan, 200,000 Constitution points, 200,000 

points of spiritual energy, the ability to cure all illnesses, and the ability to 

upgrade any skill at will.] 

Seeing this… 

Countless people exclaimed and discussed. 

"F*ck! 100 years of added lifespan, 200,000 Constitution points, and 200,000 

points of spiritual energy! Just how powerful is he?" 
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"Oh my god!" 

"Does anyone know who Lin Fan is?" 

"I've never heard of him before! In fact, let alone Lin Fan, I don't know anyone 

rich who has the surname Lin!"  

"He seems to be a tycoon, but I've never heard of any tycoon with the 

surname Lin." 

"Does anyone know if the Wealth Rankings is real? Did those rich people 

obtain spiritual power, strong physique, and special abilities?" 

"It's true! On the Wealthy Rankings, Chairman Chen Yuxuan, who's ranked 

ninth, suddenly became much younger. Moreover, he possesses great power! 

The ranking is real!" 

"Who exactly is Lin Fan? How did he become the richest man in the world?" 

... 

Xia Xue looked at the list in the air and said, "Lin Fan? Isn't that Professor 

Lin's name?" 

Then, she said, "Oh right, aren't you also called Lin Fan?" 

As she spoke, Xia Xue could not help but start to size up Lin Fan. However, 

she shook her head. 

Lin Fan could not help but ask, "Why are you shaking your head?" 

Xia Xue said, "I think there are too many people called Lin Fan. It's too difficult 

to know who's the richest person in the world." 

Lin Fan said, "It's not difficult. Because the richest man in the world is right in 

front of you." 

Xia Xue laughed until her delicate body trembled. She said, "Hehehe, you look 

so funny when you're all serious like that." 



Obviously, she did not take his words to heart at all. 

It was no wonder that she was like this. 

Which rich person was not in their 40s or 50s? 

Moreover, he was the richest man in the world! 

Besides, Lin Fan had just mentioned that he was a student at Jiangbei 

University. 

How could a student be the richest person in the world? 

That was just a joke!𝑵𝒪𝑣𝐞𝗅𝗇𝗲xt.𝚌𝒪𝗆 

Lin Fan looked at how happy she was and did not explain further. 

However, he knew in his heart that he was indeed the richest man in the 

world. 

That was because his physique and spiritual energy had just experienced a 

large boost, and he had the option to upgrade his skills in his mind. 

However, Lin Fan did not choose to level up his skills immediately. 

At this time, Xia Xue suddenly thought of something and said," I almost 

forgot!" 

Then, she said to Lin Fan, "I have something on, so I'll be leaving first. You 

can take a look around Jiangbei University." 

After that, Xia Xue was ready to turn around and leave. 

She thought for a moment and said, "I'll add you to Chatty. If you get lost, you 

can send me a message." 

Chatty? 

Lin Fan was stunned. 

How would he know what Chatty was? 



It was something like WeChat. 

Just as Lin Fan was at a loss for what to do, a crisp voice rang out from 

behind him. 

"I'm here to help Master scan Chatty." 

Then, a ding sounded. 

"Adding successful." 

Lin Fan and Xia Xue looked over. 

They saw… 

An android wearing a maid costume was standing beside them with a smile.I 

think you should take a look at 

Xia Xue asked, "Is this... your android?" 

Lin Fan nodded. "Yes." 

Because he clearly remembered this voice. It was the voice of the super smart 

watch! 

Xia Xue muttered, "It seems to be the same as the android in our cafeteria." 

Then, she sniffed and said, "There seems to be the smell of smoke. 

"Oh, I can't talk to you anymore. I have to go." 

After saying that, she did not say anything more and turned around to leave 

quickly. 

Lin Fan looked at Xia Xue's back and revealed a faint smile on his face. 

At the same time, he did not forget to use his Eyes of True Vision to take a 

look. 

[Appearance: 95] 



[Favorability: 70] 

Although it was only a short interaction, Xia Xue's favorability of Lin Fan had 

increased a lot. 

Seeing this… 

The smile on Lin Fan's face grew wider. 

When Xia Xue's figure completely disappeared from Lin Fan's sight, he slowly 

turned around and looked at the bionic robot next to him. 

"Master, I'm so happy to see you!" 

The android spread its arms and threw itself into Lin Fan's embrace. 

Lin Fan looked at the strange gazes around him and coughed lightly. "Let's 

find a quiet place and talk slowly." 

"Yes, Master!" the android said. 

After a while, they arrived at a very cozy private room. 

Lin Fan asked, "Little White, have you turned your body into this?" 

"No," the robot said. "My body is still a super smart watch. This robot is just 

under my control." 

Lin Fan nodded his head and said, "First, you should compile the main events 

that happened after the forbidden area appeared 1,000 years ago into a 

document for me to go through." 

"Yes, Master," the android said. 

Then, the eyes of the android projected dense text. 

How many things had happened in 1,000 years? 

If all the events were made into a book, there would definitely be dozens of 

them. 



It would take at least a month for an ordinary person to finish reading all of 

them. 

However, Lin Fan had the scanning skill. In just ten minutes, he had finished 

reading all the information. 

It turned out that after Lin Fan touched the ball of light, he was burned to 

ashes in the live broadcast. 

Immediately after, a thick white fog appeared in the entire Hua Nation. 

At first, everyone thought that this was the punishment for Lin Fan's death. 

Some people thought that the white fog was poisonous and that they would 

die if they inhaled too much of it. 

However, everyone soon realized that this was wrong. 

This white fog was a special energy that had the effect of increasing strength 

and spiritual energy. 

Some people had immense strength after inhaling the white fog. 

Some people could control water and fire after inhaling the white fog. 

Some people even gained the ability to fly after inhaling the white fog. 

After Xia Bing and Xia Xue inhaled the white fog, they became god-like 

existences in one go. They flew in the sky and arrived Corea. They used their 

great strength to kill many people who insulted Lin Fan. 

Later on, they even attracted the attention of the immortal sects. They 

congratulated them on becoming immortals. 

However, Xia Bing and Xia Xue chose to give up the opportunity. After turning 

into two huge balls of light, they never appeared again. 

... 



Right now, Lin Fan's spiritual energy had reached a terrifying level. 

The stronger one's mental power was, the broader one's heart would be. 

Generally speaking, there was nothing that could cause his heart to fluctuate 

too much. 

At this moment, he slowly raised his head and sighed. "They didn't choose to 

become immortals and instead chose to wait for my return."  

Then, he said in an extremely firm tone, "Xia Bing, Xia Xue, I won't let you 

wait in vain." 

RICHEST MAN: GETTING 7 BILLION RED POCKETS TO 

START WITH 

Chapter 630 Heading To The Imperial Hotel! 

 

   

 

 

As more and more people inhaled the white fog, the constitution of the Hua 

people also continued to strengthen. 

Adding on the fact that Lin Fan had killed monsters in the Otherworld, Hua 

Nation's energy, environment, and other aspects had all improved 

tremendously. 

It was the complete opposite overseas. 

Gradually, Hua Nation became the center of attention. 

Most of the countries in Xia attached themselves to Hua Nation, forming the 

current Xia Alliance. 
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In addition, the reason why there were no pictures or videos of Lin Fan on the 

internet was just as Lin Fan had expected. All of them had been deleted and 

blocked by the super smart watch. 

... 

Lin Fan did not care too much about history. 

After a while, he asked, "What about my parents, Lil Yao, Hu Tian, Han Tian, 

Song Jiaxin, Su Ningjing, Ling Rou, Qiu Ziqian, Huang Ling, Chen Xin, and Xu 

Jingrou?" 

"I don't know either…" the android said. 

"You don't know?" Lin Fan frowned. 

One had to know… 

The reason why he did not take the super smart watch with him was to let it 

help his family and girlfriends on Earth. 

But now, it actually said that it did not know. 

How could this satisfy Lin Fan? 

The android quickly said, "Because on the second day after Xia Bing and Xia 

Xue became immortals, your parents, Lin Xiaoyao, and your girlfriends 

suddenly gathered together. Then, all of them suddenly disappeared." 

"Disappeared?" Lin Fan was stunned. 

Then, he revealed a thoughtful expression. 

"Spatial power?" 

The unhappiness on Lin Fan's face slowly faded away. 

Lil White indeed possessed extremely advanced technology, enough to 

monitor the entire world. 



However, if it involved the power of space, it was powerless. 

Lin Fan said, "I understand." 

The android heaved a sigh of relief. 

As long as Lin Fan was not angry, it was good enough. 

Following that, Lin Fan focused his attention on the system in his mind and 

locked onto the Advanced Space Technique. 

In these 1,000 years, other than the Advanced Space Technique and 

Beginner Time Control Skill… 

His other abilities had all become perfect. 

Now, he had the chance to make his Advanced Space Technique perfect. 

[Ding! Congratulations, Advanced Space Technique has been upgraded to 

Perfect Space Technique.] 

Instantly, the space around Lin Fan rippled like water. 

He raised his hand gently. 

In the next moment, Lin Fan's palm reached out from the wall in front of him. It 

was extremely strange and magical! 

Lin Fan muttered, "So it can be used like this." 

Bionic robots and super smart watches were all machines in a strict sense. 

They would not have any emotional fluctuations at all. 

However, when the android saw this scene, it could not help but gape in 

shock. 

"Master... Master, just now..." 

Lin Fan said, "This is the power of space. You can think of it as me being able 

to pass through the fourth dimension or even more dimensions." 



"As expected of Master!" the android immediately praised him. 

Lin Fan waved his hand, "Oh right, why did I become the richest man in the 

world?" 

"You used to hold shares in Penguin Group, Little Tanuki Group, Dahua 

Group, and other companies," the android said. "You brought in a 

considerable amount of income every year. Later on, these companies 

continued to develop, merge, and reorganize, bringing in a lot of wealth. 

"In addition, your patents on super batteries, the carbon-based 

photolithographic machine, the human islet recovery drugs, prosthetics, 

controllable nuclear fusion, and so on have also brought you a lot of wealth… 

"And the wealth brought by the Qing Hong Sect… 

"Later, I invested a portion of the money and developed it. Slowly, it became 

what it is now. 

"Now, all these companies belong to you."I think you should take a look at 

As the android spoke, the projection showed a list of tens of thousands of 

companies. 

Seeing this… 

Even Lin Fan could not help but be speechless. 

No wonder he became the richest man in the world. He actually had so many 

companies. 

...𝐧𝔬𝗏𝖊𝓵𝞰𝖊xt.𝗰𝑶𝓂 

Lin Fan and the android stayed in the room until 5 PM. 

Lin Fan looked at the setting sun in the distance and said, "It's almost time for 

dinner. Let's go eat something first. 

"What is the food like 1,000 years later?" 



As Lin Fan spoke, a look of anticipation appeared on his face. 

"Lil White, are there any good places to eat?" 

"Imperial Hotel!" 

"Oh? Is it the old Imperial Hotel?" Lin Fan's face revealed a look of surprise. 

"It is the old Imperial Hotel, but it has been rebuilt 15 times." 

"The Imperial Hotel now has a total of 365 floors and is one of the five nine-

star hotels in the Xia Alliance. It has the world's most precious ingredients and 

the best chefs. It can give you the best enjoyment. 

"In addition, the Imperial Hotel still belongs to you, and the general manager 

of the Imperial Hotel is the descendant of Wang Fengyi." 

Lin Fan's eyes lit up. "Not bad! Then let's go to the Imperial Hotel." 

The most precious ingredients, the most outstanding chef, and Wang Fengyi's 

descendant were all attractive points to Lin Fan. 

When Lin Fan and the android arrived at the entrance of Jiangbei University, 

an extremely luxurious and cool hover car was already parked in front of 

them. 

When the passersby saw this hover car, they all gave it a sidelong glance. 

Many people even took out their phones to take pictures. 

It turned out that no matter which era people were from, they would be very 

envious of luxury cars. 

The space inside the hover car was much larger than Lin Fan had imagined. 

Lying flat on the ground and walking in it were no problem at all. 

The air was filled with a pleasant fragrance. 

As the car drove, there was no sign of any hesitation or shaking. 



There was a naked-eye 3D projection in front of Lin Fan, so he could easily 

handle meetings and calls. 

Lin Fan nodded his head in satisfaction and said, "What kind of car is this?" 

"This is ONE car produced by LX Cars that LV and Da Mi Group invested in. 

There are only ten of them in the world, and the price is 200 million World 

Coins. 

"According to the purchasing power of 1,000 years ago, it's about one billion 

yuan," the android said. 

One billion yuan? 

A car worth one billion? 

No wonder there were so many people taking photos. 

Lin Fan nodded. 

ONE drove past the winding road. 

Not long after, an extremely fashionable and imposing skyscraper that pierced 

through the clouds slowly appeared in their field of vision. 

This... was the Imperial Hotel. 

After Lin Fan got out of the car, he sized up the hotel and was about to walk 

in. 

At this moment, an extremely surprised voice suddenly sounded from behind. 

"Lin Fan?" 

Lin Fan heard this and turned around slowly. 

Soon, his face revealed a hint of surprise. 

"Xia Xue?" 



At this time, Xia Xue was wearing a blue dress. She had the same cute face, 

the same sweet voice, and the same full figure… 

At this moment, Lin Fan felt as though he had returned to 1,000 years ago. 

 


